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This paper examines the problem of efficient production processes organization down to subprocesses levels. Subtasks of production
within subprocesses necessitate a specific set of requirements for production organization. Through particular features and their
respective characteristics, these requirements are further systemized and described as process types. The main manufacturing
process “component manufacture” and its connected production support service “internal transport” have been chosen as
examples to show relevant organizational principles and forms. From this baseline and together with a decision algorithm,
selected organizational options and a combination thereof shall lead to theoretically optimized solutions which meet all predefined
requirements. A multilevel organizational alignment model lays out interdependencies of combined process type-oriented
organizational forms. Methods of comparative organizational profile analysis in support of reengineering approaches are systemized
and further developed towards resulting organizational adaptations.

1. Introduction and Methodical Approach
Implementation of production programs necessitates task
splitting. As a result, subtasks and subprocesses are created,
then leading to technical and organizational specializations
in order to solve the tasks effectively and efficiently. This
brings out the question of which specific subtasks have to
be addressed in the respective subprocesses. Once subtasks
are defined, requirement profiles can be derived and subsequently categorized in general process types. For each of
such process types the decision has to be made concerning
how the concrete realization of subtasks can be organized
within the respective subprocesses. Therefore, organizational
ability profiles have to be developed, which also need to
be closely linked to the corresponding requirement profiles.
This approach forces the value added main manufacturing

processes (component manufacture and assembly) as well
as the production support services to be integrated into the
organizational design.
The example of component manufacture (as part of the
main manufacturing processes) and internal transport (as
part of the production support services) shall be used to
describe resulting theoretical organizational principles and
the design of organizational forms. In addition, considerations are made related to combination variants of organizational principles and organizational forms of component
manufacture and internal transport, including the respective
ability profiles these combinations have. Furthermore, a comparative profile analysis of process type’s requirements and
the abilities of combined organizational forms of component
manufacture and internal transport is conducted, based on
which precise organizational solutions in accordance with
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Figure 1: Methodical approach.

specific requirement profiles can be identified as well as
efficiency expectations in the subtasks of production processes. Linkages and interdependencies are generalized in a
multilevel model.
Based on the approaches described above, the fit equitability of the subprocesses and organizational forms in
relation to the modified production tasks are revised through
a comparative analysis. The results of this comparison bring
out necessary measures for reorganization as part of reengineering and provides for efficient production processes.
The methodical approach is illustrated in Figure 1.

2. Theoretical Frameworks of Production
Processes Organization
Frese et al. [1] postulate that there is no uniform view on
the term “organization.” However, Scheibler [2], for example,
defines organization, in a rather generic way, as a goaloriented design of systems. For Grochla [3] organization is a
goal-oriented structure of elements which are connected with
each other in a specific way. For the purposes of this paper,
such a generic understanding of organization shall suffice,
because the focus is very specifically on efficient production
process organization.
For efficient realization of tasks, a system as a whole has
to be divided through a pragmatic and creative approach
into subsystems on the basis of a microanalysis [4, 5]
aiming at addressing subtasks within the subprocesses that
have been created for this purpose [6]. Furthermore it is
obvious that a system has to be structured through different
levels of hierarchy (“Organisationsstruktur” [7] and “formale

Struktur” [8]) to be able to design coherent processes. This
then defines division of labor and specialization [4].
The depth and width of organizing the subprocesses
impact, for instance, on subsystems of selected functional
areas. Implementation of such core processes is very central
for the success of a company [4]. Because organization is
part of process management, it especially focuses on core
processes of production.
Bea and Schweitzer [4] define the following criteria to
identify core processes:
(i) high importance for
(a) problem-solving or satisfaction of external and
internal customers,
(b) core competencies of the company,
(c) product quality,
(d) reliability of production;
(ii) high cost-intensity and capital lockup;
(iii) long duration of processes.
These criteria show that the production process is a core
process. Therefore, systematic structuring of as well as specific
organizational designs for all subprocesses of production processes in the context of their interaction for execution of tasks
is necessary. It is believed that company process as a whole as
well as individual core processes can be further broken down
into nearly indefinite numbers of steps [4]. All subprocesses
have to be identified to a point where production processes
for the manufacturing of components, assemblies, and finished products take place at their lowest level of line organs
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within their respective functional production area [5]. This
is where the main manufacturing processes—component
manufacture and assembly—occur and value is added, plus
where the production support services are relevant. These
services include, for example, internal transport, internal
storage, maintenance, and information management. They
are used for spatial and temporal transformation of work
items, as backup for capacity as needed and task execution
control.
Objects of organizational arrangements in these subprocesses are
(i) production tasks (or subtasks as a result of division of
labor) of the production program;
(ii) potential factors of production in terms of manpower and assets which realize the production process
through their capacity;
(iii) the repetitive factor material that is purposefully
changed by the action of the potential factors of
production to produce components and finished
products (see also [9]).
With productivity being the overall aim, the interaction of
manpower, assets, and materials has to be organized in accordance with the subprocesses of production [10]. Therefore, it
is necessary to match the dynamically changing requirements
of production programs and its derived subtasks from the
technical and organizational point of view. Finding the best
combination of elements is the mission of organization [11].
The combination of elementary factors of production has to
be organized in a way that a spatial framework for the solution
of production tasks is established and that the timing of the
processing of work items and their transformation in the
manufacturing process can be defined.
The spatial framework is usually linked to a static elementary factor of the subprocesses in question. Very often
this is the asset. This also raises the question of the technical/technological and capacitive realization of organizational
solutions of subprocesses, levels of mechanization as well as
automation, resulting from task splitting and specialization of
the production tasks that have to be solved [12]. The temporal
framework is determined by possible variants of passing
components from one work station to another along the
technological processing or assembling sequence of spatially
deployed assets as well as through the capacity requirement
of each working cycle at each work station.
Spatial transformation of work items is done by internal
transport. Therefore, the spatial framework is used to arrange
the set-up of assets and where manpower realizes working
operations [9]. Temporal transformation of work items aiming at bridging intervals in the progress of manufacturing or
cross-overs to other organizational units of the subprocesses
are typically resolved by internal storage.
Growing uncertainty regarding the development and
complexity of business environment [12, 13] becomes noticeable, for example, through
(i) product type development,
(ii) production technology development,
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(iii) changes in requirement and demand, or
(iv) shortage of resources.
This leads to the fact of shorter product life cycles as
well as dynamic changes in production programs, subsequently leading to process dynamics. It forces a company
to respond with process developments which can easily
adapt to the changed requirements. This applies not only
to technical/technological adjustments, but particularly to
changes of organization [4] and is, for instance, realized
through innovation strategies as a “special kind of change”
[12].
Considering aspects of economic efficiency, focus on
organization of the main manufacturing processes alone, as
done in the past, is not enough. This approach must be
complemented by the organization of involved production
support services. Without these services, the manufacturing
process does not function. From an organizational point of
view, manufacturing processes and production support services have to be treated holistically together with seamlessly
fitting combinations of the same in order to find requirement
based solutions for optimized economic results.
On one hand, the design of such combination variants
of production organization requires the identification of all
relevant (theoretical) organizational principles and forms
of the main manufacturing processes together with their
production support services, whilst on the other hand, a
requirement-oriented selection and combination of the aforementioned principles and forms of organization is needed.
Organization as a tool has to meet various requirements [4],
which have to be met by the production program and derived
subtasks in structured subprocesses.
The following features have critical influence on the tasks
which have to be solved [14]:
(i) the quantity aspect and therefore the number of
identical products that have to be produced;
(ii) the type of order placement for products by diverse
customers;
(iii) the level of standardization of the products that have
to be produced;
(iv) the structure of the products that have to be produced;
(v) the proportion of externally procured product components.
These features form a set of requirements and they
impact—inter alia—on the organizational design in terms of
flexibility and continuity. The flexibility of an organizational
form is a precondition to meet different or changing requirement profiles within the production processes without the
need to change the organizational form.
The term flexibility finds a considerable number of
definitions and theoretical deliberations revolving around
it (e.g., [15–20]). In our opinion, flexibility can be defined
as the ability to adapt production in relation to changing
markets [21]. From this perspective, quantity and quality
differentiations are needed.
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Quantitative flexibility can be understood as the ability to
adjust production to volume changes of uniformed product
types. This is relevant for
(i) changes and adaptations of capacity utilization,
(ii) mobilization of capacity reserves.
Qualitative flexibility in turn is the ability to adjust production to changing product types. This relates to capabilities
of the production process in terms of
(i) alternative utilisation of repetition factors,
(ii) alternative utilisation of potential factors,
(iii) activation of alternative combinations of elementary
factors.
The essential precondition for flexibility is the ability
of an organizational form to realize varying technological
processing sequences. The two most relevant dimensions
are product flexibility and volume flexibility ([15], see other
flexibility dimensions in [16]). In this paper, continuity is
characterized as the ability of uninterrupted processing of
work items in the manufacturing process. If customers accept
standardized products, then fixed continuous production
systems are useful. In order to remain competitive, increasingly flexible technologies are necessary [12].
The complete set of requirements for the organization
of subprocesses of production determines the requirement
profile. On the one hand, existing organizational forms of
production processes can be subject to a critical appraisal
based on this set of requirements, whilst on the other hand,
such set of requirements provide orientation for practical
organization. Ultimately it is always about assessing the target
effectiveness (efficiency) of alternative organizational forms
[4] and about the identification of the best organizational
variant for the solution of specific production tasks so that
standard procedures can be determined in order to ensure
maximum efficiency [4].
The organization of value added production subprocesses
(i) provides the basic organizational structure (after task
splitting) that leads to the formation of necessary
subprocesses with their respective posts [6] and
departments [5],
(ii) creates within each subprocess the specific procedures
and ways in which the relevant elementary factors
of production (manpower, assets, and materials) can
be combined from a spatial, temporal, and technical
perspective. This configuration approach brings out
the organizational form of the particular subprocess
[22].
The organizational forms of production support services
take effect in this structure and they support the value added
processes. The selection and design of their organizational
principles and forms takes place downstream to the organization of the main manufacturing processes. This means
that the organization of the main manufacturing processes
determines the organizational principles and organizational
forms of production support services.

Each organizational form of the main manufacturing
processes and the production support services is shaped by
the combination of spatial, temporal, and technical organizational principles [21–28]. Based on the ability profiles
of organizational principles and organizational forms of
all involved subprocesses, combined solutions have to be
found and formed, which fit the requirement profiles of
components, modules, and component classes best [29]. In
this paper, the term “component class” is used for (single)
components which fall into one category with constructive
and/or technological similarities which allow treating these
components equally in the manufacturing process.

3. Requirement Profiles for Component
Classes in Differentiated Process Types
What follows goes into the details of classifications and
requirement profiles on micro-organizational levels. However, a company must have a much wider (contextual)
competitive strategy (e.g., [30, 31]) from which subsequent
operational solutions such are then derived. For the purpose
of this paper the production program is the starting point to
determine tasks to be solved and task splitting. Varying types
of customers define their specific needs and demands. This
results in (a) heterogeneous versus homogeneous sales and
production programs and (b) diverse versus uniformed product types with varying production quantities that may also
include a strong customer focus versus “customer distance.”
3.1. Features for Process Type Characteristics. The requirement profile is particularly set through output-oriented
features starting with the products to be obtained and
the production programs which are then followed by the
manufacturing and procurement process [32]. From outputoriented features of the requirement profile, throughput
and input-oriented features are derived. However, it must
be observed that individual features can be assigned to
several areas of the macrostructure. An overview of relevant
features and its characteristics gives the morphological box in
Figure 2.
Central to features and their characteristics—which specify requirements of the organizationally envisaged production tasks of manufacturing processes—is the production type
[29] which is closely linked to the other features as well.
The production type brings out the quantity aspect of
identical products of the production program as well as the
variant diversity of the offered basic products. This results in
homogeneous (one product, with a large quantity and a large
variant diversity) versus heterogeneous production programs
(many different product types with different quantities to
different product types with a quantity of down to only one
as well as a very limited variant diversity). In this regard, the
envisaged finished product is examined.
Subject to the quantity of identical primary products, two
categories have to be looked at: (a) individual and small series
production of heterogeneous programs and (b) series and
mass type production of homogeneous programs. The first
category (individual production, small series production)
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Figure 2: Features and feature characteristics leading to differentiated process types (based on [14, 29]).

relates to mostly customized products (essentially determined by the client configuration and ordered accordingly),
which are produced in very small quantities, whilst category
(b) relates to series production with both, large quantity and a
distinct variant diversity, which then provides for customerindividualized products (customer chooses from possible
variants, which are provided by the producer) [29].
A third category (type production) relates to large quantities of customer-anonymous standard products with very
limited variant diversity. The manufacturer provides basic
products, which are in terms of construction and technology
all nearly identical, with only very few product variants, such
as color or materials, being used. The customer is not involved
in the formation of variants and production. He chooses his
product variant by purchase (e.g., on the retail market).
In mass production (fourth category) large quantities
of customer-anonymous standard products are produced
without any variations.
In principle, the aforementioned speaks for the need
to have flexible and/or continuous manufacturing processes,
which must be met by the production organization.
The production type is closely connected to two further
relevant features with impact on the manufacturing process
and its organization, namely, (a) type of order placement and
(b) level of product standardization.
Both features factor a particular customer perspective
into the respective considerations. Standardization levels
are interdependent with gradations of specific customer
requirements, ranging from fully standardized products to
individually customized products, something which at the
same time also affects issues of product variant diversity.
Type of order placement varies between contract production at one end and warehouse production at the other end.
Contract production is triggered by individual customers
with their individually customized products [29]. These

products are typically actualized in individual production, in
exceptional cases also in small series production. Warehouse
production includes large quantities of largely customeranonymous products with an either limited variant diversity
(type production) or no variants (mass production).
Customer individualization approaches in series production often integrate both customer-anonymous and
customer-individualized process elements into the manufacturing process and thus combine flexibility and continuity
[29]. Customer individualization of production programs
with small quantities sets the basis for special process organization allowing for flexibility, whilst in contrast to that
customer anonymity of programs with large quantities of
each product type requires an organizational design of the
processes that primarily aim at ensuring continuity.
Elevated levels of product individualization increase the
number of variants in homogeneous production programs
and reduce the quantity of products in heterogeneous production programs towards individual production. In contrast
to that, production of customer-anonymous standard products allows for quantities that move up towards type or mass
production.
Once again and applicable for both aforementioned
features, the finished product is the key reference. The
production type, the type of order placement, and the level
of standardization determine not only the quantity but also
the variant diversity of finished products.
The fourth feature is the structure of a product. This
perspective brings a shift of focus from the finished product
(primary requirement) to single product components and
modules (secondary requirement). It identifies the diversity
and number of components contained in a product of the
production program and thus defines the product complexity.
The aggregation of all product components with largely identical constructional and/or technological and organizational
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demands in the process of component manufacture (e.g.,
required manufacturing methods, technological processing
sequence, capacity requirement for each work station, and
component flow) creates the basis for the establishment of
specific component classes and task splitting.
Regardless of the number and diversity of the finished
products, component classes of the secondary requirement
ultimately determine the specific requirement profiles of the
organizational subprocesses.
To address issues related to component classes’ tasks,
core processes are brought into a hierarchical order with an
increasing level of detail. In doing that, main processes are
analyzed and divided into subprocesses, operations, and process steps [4]. Each component class has its own requirement
profile, which forms the basis for technical specialization and
the design of organizational ability profiles for each subarea
of production.
Requirements for the organizational design of subprocesses of components within the same class are usually
identical. For component classes with differentiated requirement profiles different subprocesses must be designed and
organized. This applies only to those component classes,
which ensure a high level of capacity utilization of those
subprocesses. Component classes without their own subprocesses must be produced within subprocesses that have
been created for other component classes. This results in
special requirements regarding flexibility and capacity of such
subprocesses.
The fifth feature, ratio of external procurement of product
components, is derived from the structure of the product. This
feature affects the organizational design in terms of continuity
and/or flexibility.
The manufacturer must decide which program components/modules are fabricated internally (“make”) or bought
externally from a third party (“buy”). Thinking in terms
of a continuum in between the poles “make” and “buy,”
leaning towards “make” will result in an increase in manufacturing a (greater) variety of components and a focus on
flexibility. Leaning towards “buy” will reduce complexity and
“manufacturing depth” as well as the variety of components.
This creates an opportunity for a company to focus on core
competencies and align its production processes in order to
meet increasing demands for continuity through a reduction
of manufacturing depth.
3.2. Requirement Profiles of Process Types. All features and
feature characteristics discussed define quantity and variant
diversity of production programs [28] and they require
process designs, which ultimately, if brought to the extreme,
lead to the consequence to choose between continuity and
flexibility. Efficient production solutions will have to factor
this into the organizational design of subprocesses.
Each feature has differentiated feature characteristics.
This reveals the scope and diversity of requirements for
the organizational process design of a production program.
Based on these features and their substantive links, Figure 3
presents a general framework for requirement profiles. Specific requirement profiles can be generated from various
combinations of feature characteristics.
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The features of process types—production type, type
of order placement, and level of product standardization—
result in requirements for production organization. As can
be seen in our model these features relate to primary
requirements (in terms of finished products), but they are
especially identifiable through quantity, variant diversity, and
customer orientation.
The structure of a product as well as the ratio of external
procurement of product components are features resulting
in requirements for production organization that are initially
determined by the secondary requirements (thus in terms of
components and modules). These features then further point
to components and their component classes.
The characteristics of the process types requirements for
production organization are directed at the
(i) constructional and/or technological similarity of
component parts,
(ii) necessary manufacturing methods,
(iii) direction of production flow in connection with the
technological processing sequence as well as
(iv) required capacity and the respective rate of utilization.
Production programs (and their requirements) with the
characteristics of the above discussed features are eventually
aiming at organizational solutions which have their center
of gravity in continuous or flexible production settings. The
realization of such production settings must be based on
organizational principles and forms which have the respective ability profiles.
3.3. Feature Combinations and Relating Process Types. Different combinations of features and feature characteristics
lead to the identification of theoretically and practically relevant process types. In addition, the exclusion of practically
irrelevant or unacceptable combinations is critical for the
formation of process types. Figure 2 showed the principal
mechanisms.
In order to create process types, combinations of features,
which are characteristic for small- and medium-sized enterprises (SME), are used. This is based on identified interdependencies of selected features. The number of combinations
(𝑧) results from 𝑧 = 𝑚1 ∗ 𝑚2 ∗ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∗ 𝑚𝑛 with 𝑚 = number of
possible characteristics per feature and 𝑛 = number of features
[33].
Features and feature characteristics have been taken from
a research project in which 60 companies in the metalworking industry in Mecklenburg-West Pomerania participated
[34]. The respective interdependencies matrix [14] can be
seen in Table 1.
In order to bring together the high number of resulting
basic cases with process types suitable for organizational
purposes, a cluster analysis is required. For the clustering of
nominal-scaled features—determined as shown in the morphological box (see Figure 2)—the hierarchic agglomerative
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Figure 3: General requirements for the organization of production processes (based on [14, 28]).

approach (Ward-method) seems particularly suitable for this
(see [14] and annex 2 in [14]). This method allows filtering
out homogenous yet distinctive groups. Subsequently, such
defined groups lead to specific requirements for the configuration of the production organization.
As a result four typical combination variants have been
identified and referred to as process types [14, 35]. Each
process type has its specific requirement profile (see Figure 4).
A different approach with equal results can be found in the
“Aachener PPS-Model” [36].
Research related to the metalworking industry in
Mecklenburg-West Pomerania [34] has shown that in smalland medium-sized enterprises (SME) process type 1 (82%
[14]) is predominantly represented in comparison with types
2–4 (6% each).
The morphological box shows that a shift of combined
feature characteristics towards the right side of the box results
in a categorization away from process type 1 to process types
2–4.

3.4. Production Organization and Process Types. The following correlations between the four process types and
organization of production can be derived.
(i) The features which define the requirement profile of
process type 1 stand for small quantities of identical
products (individual production) with high variant
diversity and customer individuality, which has to be
secured by highly flexible manufacturing processes. It
can be expected that not only is capacity utilization
highly variable, but also elements of component
classes may need different manufacturing methods in
a varying technological processing sequence [22, 37–
41].
(ii) The features which define the requirement profile of
process type 2 stand for small quantities of identical
products (series production) with a relatively high
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Table 1: Interdependencies matrix of features and feature characteristics [14].
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CIP: customer-individual products; CAPSV : customer-anonymous standard products with supplier specific variants; CAPWV : customer-anonymous standard
products without variants; CZP: customer-individualized products; EPI: external procurement insignificant; EPL: external procurement on a limited scale;
EPM: external procurement mostly; MCP: multi-part complex products; MPP: minor-part products; MSP: multi-part simple products; CoP: contract
production; MiP: mixed production; WaP: warehouse production; IP: individual production; MP: mass production; SP: series production; X: combination is
theoretically meaningful/practically relevant.
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Figure 4: General features for the representation of different requirement profiles of process types (based on [14, 29]).
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variant diversity and distinct customer individualization. This should lead to a flexible manufacturing process design, though it may include to some extent also
continuous manufacturing process elements, whilst
capacity utilization levels are fluctuating. A variety of
manufacturing methods together with a varying technological processing sequence may become necessary
[22, 37, 42, 43].
(iii) The features which define the requirement profile of
process type 3 stand for large quantities of identical
products (type production) with a relatively small and
customer-anonymous variant diversity in a mostly
continuous manufacturing process. Capacity utilization is relatively constant. Components within component classes regularly require identical manufacturing methods in the same technological processing
sequence where individual work stations may be left
out (skipping individual work stations) [22, 37, 38, 41–
43].
(iv) The features which define the requirement profile of
process type 4 are very large quantities of identical
products (mass production) with a small, customeranonymous variant diversity in a highly continuous
manufacturing process. Capacity utilization is largely
constant. Components within component classes
require identical manufacturing methods in the same
technological processing sequence going through all
work stations as needed (without skipping individual
work stations) [22, 37–43].
The above described impact of process types and production organization is further illustrated by Figure 5.
The position of the process types in the above chart points
toward their requirements for the organization of production.
Hereafter, the question arises: how the demands for flexibility,
or continuity, of process types can be reconciled with the
respective needs in terms of quantities and variant diversity.
The intended categories of technological processing
sequences are the connecting link between the requirement
profiles of component classes within selected process types
on the one hand and the organization of production within
relevant subprocesses on the other hand. The technological
processing sequence is task-oriented and it specifies the
sequential arrangement of a production line with its spatially
arranged work stations and manpower.
With regard to the factor of (product types) flexibility, the
configuration of varying technological processing sequences

is a requirement of critical importance. Within this approach
every production task (production lot or components per
component class) runs on an individual “course” through the
spatially arranged stationary assets and manpower. However,
the one decisive and integrative criterion is not the “course”
of a production task as such, but the manufacturing methods
required for all production tasks.
Turning to the factor of continuity, the creation of
identical technological processing sequences is essential. Production orders pass through the arranged stationary assets
and manpower on identical “courses” (regardless whether all
stationary assets along the production line are needed in any
one manufacturing process or not). An integrated approach
requires bringing together the simultaneous realization of
two criteria: (a) direction of production flow and (b) manufacturing methods.
As a result from these findings and the issue of combination of feature characteristics of the process types in
the morphological box (see Figure 4), it is believed that
the specific requirements for the production organization
can only be determined after component classes have been
defined. Types of process-related component classes are
specified by the following features (see Table 2).
From a perspective of production organization, an efficient production is conditional to mainly two factors: (a)
usage of differentiated technological requirements of process
types and their component classes and (b) application of
specific—and coordinated—spatial and temporal organizational principles in whatever combination required. This
equally applies for both, organization of the main manufacturing processes and organization of production support
services.

4. Ability Profiles of Organizational Principles
and Forms—A Theoretical Analysis
This chapter shall explain the (theoretical) relevance of
organizational principles and organizational forms of the
main manufacturing process “component manufacture” and
its transport processes together with their ability profiles. In
addition, how differentiated combinations of organizational
principles result in corresponding organizational forms will
be explained. This will then end up in (theoretically) organizational concepts with distinct ability profiles for various
requirement profiles of the respective process types.
4.1. Organization of the Main Manufacturing Process
“Component Manufacture”. The organization of the main
manufacturing process “component manufacture” is
determined by spatial, temporal, and technical organizational
principles and organizational forms [22, 44, 45].
4.1.1. Spatial Organizational Principle of Component Manufacture. The spatial organizational principle of component
manufacture defines the spatial arrangement of work stations
(assets) in the manufacturing process [46]. We distinguish
the shop principle from the product principle with the group
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Table 2: Specific features of different process types.

Features
Number of components
per lot

Process type 1

Process type 2

Process type 3

Process type 4

Small

Small

High

Very high

Variant diversity

High

Relatively high

Relatively small

Small

Customer reference
Technological
resemblance of
components
Constructive resemblance
of components

Customer individual

Customer individualized

Customer anonymous

Customer anonymous

High

High

High

Identical components

Restrictive

Restrictive

High

Identical components

Variety of different
manufacturing
methods

Limited number of
different manufacturing
methods

Mostly all identical
manufacturing
methods

Identical
manufacturing
methods

Varying

Varying

Identical

Identical

Varying

Varying

Identical with skipping

Identical without
skipping

Extremely fluctuating

Fluctuating

Extensively constant

Constant

Capacity utilization

Extremely fluctuating

Fluctuating

Flexibility/continuity

Demand for flexibility
first, then demand for
continuity

Demand for flexibility
first, then demand for
continuity

Needed manufacturing
methods
Direction of production
flow
Technological processing
sequence
Capacity requirement of
components per working
cycle

principle, the serial principle, and the single user principle as
spatial organizational principles [22, 47].
The following paragraphs explain spatial organizational
principles and their interconnected ability profiles.
(i) The shop principle (procedural principle) is characterized by the fact that all assets which belong to
the same manufacturing method are summarized
spatially in one workshop. It is perfect for customized
multiple complex products which are manufactured
in small quantities but with a great variant diversity
in individual production or small series production
with a relatively low external purchase of components.
Contract production builds the core of this kind of
production. The shop principle is closely connected
with a varying technological processing sequence
which ensures high flexibility in product types.
(ii) The group principle can be looked at as transient
form or a cross-over from the shop principle to the
product principle. Assets of different manufacturing methods are locally concentrated. The specific
arrangement depends on the production work flow
for the component classes. Compared with the shop
principle, a significant reduction of variant diversity
can be observed together with increased quantities
of identical products. The respective type of order
placement works on the basis of contract and/or
warehouse production settings. The group principle
contributes to high flexibility through varying technological processing sequences.

Extensively
consistently high
Demand for continuity
first, then demand for
flexibility

Consistently high
Demand for
continuity first, then
demand for flexibility

(iii) The serial principle is characterized by the fact that
all assets which are required for the production of a
small component assortment are spatially centralized
and arranged in such a manner that production operations required for all components are carried out in
an identical and repetitive manufacturing sequence.
Applying this principle is predestinated for standard
products without variants, respectively, with vendorspecific variants of the product that are classified as
multiple simple or multiple complex products. Such
products are produced in large quantities through
type or mass production. The type of order placement
tends towards warehouse production with substantial
external purchase of components. The requirement
profile is closely linked with an identical technological
processing sequence for production tasks that can be
executed with or without skipping of work stations.
A high degree of continuity has priority over distinct
flexibility.
(iv) The single user principle ensures high continuity as
well as distinct flexibility. Its limitation lies in the
technical ability to integrate various manufacturing
methods in one work station. Pending the integration
options of possible manufacturing methods, either
identical and/or varying technological processing
sequence can be applied.
4.1.2. Temporal Organizational Principle of Component Manufacture. The temporal organizational principle of component
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manufacture determines the system of physical movements of
components in batch production during the manufacturing
process (see [48]). It is further determined by the configuration of the technological cycle. Temporal organizational
principles with and without passing on of components have
to be distinguished.
The flow of components (passing on components) can be
framed in a serial parallel or combined progression [22, 46,
47].
The following paragraphs describe temporal principles
and interconnected ability profiles as they relate to the
creation of organizational forms.
(i) In serial progressions complete lots get transported
along a varying technological processing sequence
from one work station to another upon completion.
Components of the lot have a constructional and/or
technological similarity. The combined components
that make a lot belong to different finished products
which have to be produced in small quantities in
contract production. Each lot has its specific route
through the setting of work stations of an organizational unit. The direction of production flow of
each lot is different. This procedure corresponds with
the need for flexibility in product types. By moving
complete lots through the production line the number
of single transport actions between work stations
is reduced. The length of transport routes naturally
depends on the spatial organizational principle in
which the variants of passing on components are
realized: When applying the shop principle, longer
routes are necessary. Contrary to that, shorter routes
are possible if the group principle is applied. Production process delays of components which have
passed one work station may occur (laytimes) until
the next work station is ready to receive the component, respectively, until the transport gets started. The
component processing at each work station is carried
out without interruption. The serial progression and
the shop and group principles are closely related and
show interdependencies.
(ii) In parallel progressions usually single components of
a production lot are routed through the production
line configuration which by comparison with serial
progression shortens the duration of the technological cycle (and consequently the expected throughput
time). The construction of product components as
such and the engineering sequencing of product
components of a particular lot remain identical.
Single product components find themselves in the
same finished products and they are produced in
large quantities. Usually warehouse production can
be assumed. The technological processing sequence
and the direction of production flow are equal for
all components of the same lot. With this being so,
the parallel progression fulfills especially the requirement for process continuity. If, at least nearly, equal
processing times per work station are achievable,
separate transport operations of the components of
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each lot can be realized. If the processing times at
work stations differ, product components have to
be mainly moved further through the production
line configuration in sublots. Diverging processing
durations in relation to consecutive working cycles
can lead to production disruptions (downtimes and
waiting times). The parallel progression and the serial
principle are closely related and show interdependencies.
(iii) Combined progressions (also referred to as “hybrid
configurations” [49]) consist of elements of the serial
and parallel progression. They can be used for similar configurations as the parallel progression. The
planning assumption is that processing durations
significantly differ. Therefore transport of product
components takes place in transport lots of varying
sizes. Identical technological processing sequences
are preferable in such configurations as it allows
skipping work stations (that are unnecessary for a
particular lot). Downtimes and waiting times at work
stations can be avoided but laytimes are inevitable.
Combined progressions are closely related and interconnected with the serial principle.
(iv) The principle without passing on components is linked
with the single user principle. Any type of production
component can be processed under this principle,
if technical feasibility and integrated manufacturing
methods are provided accordingly. Any type of product component can be processed under this principle.
4.1.3. Classical and Modern Organizational Forms of Component Manufacture. A classical organizational form of component manufacture is comprised of a combination of spatial
and temporal organizational principles (see Figure 6) [22, 46].
They are divided in primary and derivative (also possible)
organizational forms and those which have no theoretical
and practical relevance. The derivative organizational forms
should only be used in exceptional cases of the corporate
practice. In comparison with the primary organizational
forms it is expected that they realize significantly worse
economic outcomes.
This paper focuses on primary organizational forms. In
general, organizational forms bring out specific abilities in
terms of flexibility and continuity. The respective correlations
are provided in Figure 7.
Modern organizational forms add technical organizational principles of component manufacture to combined
spatial and temporal organizational principles. Such organizational forms are based on classical organizational forms of
component manufacture with integrated technical measures
at various levels of sophistication [48] in terms of mechanization and automation of engineering subsystems in the
engineering system [22], which extends to and is inclusive of
processing, transport, storage, and handling systems [28].
In Section 3 of this paper, five features and feature
characteristics of process types were explained and put
into context. To further support the selection of technical
organizational principles for the envisaged organizational
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Figure 6: Classical organizational forms of component manufacture (based on [22]).
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Figure 7: Potentials in flexibility and continuity of classical organizational forms [22].

design, three additional process features need to be collated
to the aforementioned five. These three features are
(i) qualification levels of the employees;
(ii) degree of automation of the manufacturing processes
[50];
(iii) degree of specialization of the assets [24].

Complex production tasks are determined by continuously changing and diverse working operations in heterogeneous production programs with significant flexibility
elements. They require, from a process automation perspective, manual and/or mechanized production processes which
are executed by highly qualified employees operating allpurposes machines.
Homogeneous production programs with constant repetitions of nearly identical working operations and high output
quantities allow for less qualified staff and machines with a
high specialization. Such a work force has to only execute a
limited number of specific work operations in at least partially
or even fully automated manufacturing processes.
The ideal classical organizational solution needs to
encompass requirement profiles and process type-related
technical solutions at the appropriate level of applied technological sophistication. In this regard, the selection of an
organizational solution will depend on the envisaged production tasks (quantity, variant diversity) and subsequently the
resulting consequences in terms of flexibility and continuity
in the manufacturing process [22]. The various automation
potentials that are shown in Figure 8 further illustrate the
relevant correlations.
A key distinguishing feature of modern organizational
forms of component manufacture is their ability to provide
for flexibility and continuity in the production process.
Flexibility and continuity are influenced by (a) automation
of work operations and (b) technical realization of one
stop component manufacturing. Technology driven modern
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Figure 8: Classical and modern organizational forms of component manufacture (based on [22]).

organizational forms have the ability to diffuse the conflict
between continuity and flexibility.
A literature review shows extensive discussions regarding
flexibility and continuity of production processes. Under the
term flexible automation (e.g., [51–57]) a relatively equal
orientation towards both process characteristics finds preference. The specific setting of the production organization is
essential for an either (more) flexible or continuous production flow. The requirement profile of the respective process
type determines which organizational principles and forms
must be used to the greatest extent possible in accordance
with correlating ability profiles.
As a result of their specific features and feature characteristics (see Figure 2), process type 1 predominately supports
flexibility, whilst process type 4 does so regarding continuity.
Improvements in continuity usually lead to a reduction of
flexibility and vice versa. Process types 2 and 3 give evidence
to this.
Process type 2 can be regarded as an advancement of process type 1. Its flexibility decreases because of limited numbers
of manufacturing methods—which encompass production
of fewer component classes—by comparison with process
type 1. Its continuity increases because of the reduction of

production process delays caused by spatial proximity of
machines and work stations.
Process type 3 can be looked at as a precursor of process
type 4 and its organization. Its continuity decreases as a
result of a reduced production sequence. This reduction is
caused by the need to cover a wider spectrum of products and
variants which makes it necessary to skip work stations in an
otherwise similar technological processing sequence. At the
same time however, qualitative flexibility increases with more
product options and variants.
Demand for (more) flexibility in production processes
normally implies that the work force requires a broader
qualification profile with specific skillsets and capabilities.
Continuity in production processes usually leads to an
increased level of specialized mechanization/automation of
production systems. Extremely high levels of flexibility result
in low levels of consistency and vice versa. Combined
organizational solutions containing significant flexibility and
continuity components in one single context will lead to a
situation where both of these parameters will be at the far
end from the possible optimum. Modern tailored to suit
organizational forms benefit from a specific choice of technical organizational principles, thus optimizing flexibility
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Figure 9: Potentials in flexibility and continuity of modern organizational forms (based on [21]).

and continuity of the process in accordance with particular
strategic, technical, and operational requirements.
In the context of integrated manufacturing methods,
continuous shop manufacturing (CSM), flexible manufacturing systems (FMS), and the machining center (MC) are
contributing to high flexibility, but when compared with
continuous production lines, they are naturally less effective
with regard to continuity characteristics [22]. Sectional object
specialized manufacturing and shop manufacturing form the
basis for modern organizational forms “continuous shop
manufacturing” and “flexible manufacturing systems” which
are highly flexible though limited with regard to continuity.
Flexible continuous production lines (FCPL) which are particularly focused on quantity flexibility and less focused on
product type flexibility have their strong point in continuity.
Inelastic continuous production lines (ICPL) have the highest
degree of continuity with little quantitative flexibility and
insignificant flexibility in product types (see Figure 9).
Traditionally, such problems are discussed under the term
“Dedicated Manufacturing Lines” (DML) [13] or “Dedicated
Manufacturing System” (DMS) [20], but the respective discussions seem to not include—or are at least not explicit
enough in relation to—considerations revolving around combinations of spatial, temporal, and technical organizational
principles as they have been described above. Only this allows
for more differentiated approaches to optimum organizational solutions and their subsequent practical application
in terms of required hard- and software to ensure effective
and efficient production capacity and flexibility (e.g., [58]).
Equally, the development of “Flexible Manufacturing Systems” (FMS), [59] “Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems”
(RMS) [20, 60, 61], and Agile Manufacturing Systems (AMS)
[62] or further variations of such systems (e.g., “Cellular
Manufacturing Systems” (CMS), [63]) needs to be founded
on and informed by defined basic organizational principles
from the outset.
Understanding the theory of organizational forms of
component manufacture can inform process- and requirement profile-related decision making.
4.2. Organization of the Production Support Service “Internal
Transport”. Production support services are vital for core

production operations and associated managerial steering
and control functions [4], for example, production assets
maintenance and preservation. More information regarding
services can be found in [64–73]. Additional information
related to industrial services can be obtained from sources
[74–90].
Internal production logistics is also an essential production support service for the production process. Interfaces
are between (a) procurement logistics and incoming goods
store and (b) end product storage and distribution logistics.
Key components of internal logistics are internal storage
and internal transport (also referred to as material handling
system (MHS), [91, 92]).
For the purpose of this paper internal transport realizes
the spatial transformation of elementary factors of production in the operational performance process [23, 48]. Central
to this issue is the raw material or the work item used
(if stationary potential factors of production assumed). In
work-sharing production systems the physical movement of
the elementary factor “material” from work station to work
station is by its nature an essential production support service
organized in accordance with the technological processing
sequence.
Production support services can be described as complementary immaterial production provisions from industrial companies which have positioned themselves in close
proximity to manufacturing. Such services can be viewed
as enablers for the main manufacturing processes. They
contribute to high productivity through an effective and
efficient production process. Production support services
can be systemized in accordance with (a) their respective
operational areas in which they function; (b) their organizational relation with relevant production factors; and (c) their
particular proximity to manufacturing (see also [64, 93, 94]).
In furtherance of one key subject matter of this paper,
namely, organization of the main manufacturing process
“component manufacture” and organization of the production support service “internal transport,” the following
principle considerations and contextual issues are stated.
Organizing in general—which of course also includes
the organization of production processes—is task and output
of the dispositive production factor organization and for
this reason a production support service. This is inclusive
of a task-oriented design of spatial and temporal organizational principles applied in the main manufacturing processes/subprocesses. The objective is to attune organizational
know how (ability profiles) to the requirement profiles of
production programs, which then lead to a corresponding
factory layout. Based on such fundamental deliberations
(amongst many others though), ultimately a corresponding
factory layout can be developed which in a very advanced
format has been examined in detail by Wiendahl et al. using
the example of the Modine Wackersdorf GmbH that was
awarded “best assembly” in Germany 2006 [95, 96].
Internal transport is an elementary factor-oriented production support service. It contributes indirectly to the added
value of the main manufacturing processes for which it is an
indispensable precondition (as also stated by Chittratanawat
and Noble [97] although with another focus). Organizing
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Figure 10: Spatial organizational principles of internal transport ([23] based on [21]).

the internal transport is in two ways a production support
service—both, from an organizational perspective and from
the transport perspective as such. It includes the design of
spatial and temporal organizational principles and organizational forms of internal transport which take place in the
organizational forms of the main manufacturing processes,
including movements to and from temporary storage. In
our model, material management and logistics serve as
a provider of such production support services. Demand
for such services is defined by the process owner or an
internal customer. In this context, the work item (component,
module, or material) can be looked at as an external factor.
Options for the organizational design of internal transport are considered below. As stated before, the organizational forms of internal transport as well as the classical
organizational forms of component manufacture need to
be based on spatial and temporal organizational principles.
Their different combinations bring out various organizational
options to be further examined.
4.2.1. Spatial Organizational Principle of Internal Transport.
The applied spatial organizational principle of internal transport determines the direction of internal transport. It is
further determined by the specific routing along delivery
points. We distinguish between directed and nondirected
transports. In this context, production tasks provide reference
for such transport related considerations.
From a spatial point of view, it makes sense to differentiate
between transports with either fixed or varying delivery
points with a fixed or varying routing, respectively. If the
routing is fixed, the (fixed) delivery points get passed by
the production tasks in an identical sequence. Specific route
connections in between delivery points need to be installed.
In case of varying routings the delivery points get passed by an
individual design of transport processes in accordance with
a varying sequence. Flexible route connections in between
delivery points need to be installed [23]. Even though the
combinations of possible variants of routings and delivery
points result in four potential interconnections of spatial
link principles for internal transport, only three spatial link
principles remain, because by logic the grouping of varying
routing and fixed delivery points is irrelevant.

Together with these spatial link principles and their
underlying characteristics, the spatial organizational principles of internal transport also address the directive or nondirective nature of the transport solution. Figure 10 further
illustrates how these aspects interrelate.
Organizational design options which are based on spatial
organizational principles of internal transport in connection
with associated ability profiles can be generalized as follows
[23].
(i) The nondirectional spatial transport principle (NTP)
is applied where production tasks involve varying
delivery points (work stations) in a task specific and
varying routing without a general routing direction.
As a rule, there are only a limited number of delivery
points at the production site along the task specific
transport routing. This is typical for heterogeneous
production programs.
(ii) The direction variable spatial transport principle (VTP)
applies in a setting, where production tasks are
executed along fixed delivery points of the transport
system, yet in a varying routing as dictated by the
respective individual production step and without a
general routing direction. Typically, delivery points
of the transport system are located at the production
site and along the task specific transport routes of the
production tasks.
(iii) Object specialized spatial organizational principles of
component manufacture are based on homogeneous
production programs with large quantities of identical products. Such conditions are predestined to also
apply direct (DTP) and concatenated transport principles (CTP). Usually, the same technological processing sequence without skipping work stations occurs
in the concatenated transport principle. Where the
direct transport principle is applied, different processing times and identical technological processing
sequences are possible. However, skipping of work
stations remains possible.
4.2.2. Temporal Organizational Principle of Internal Transport.
The temporal organizational principle of internal transport
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Figure 11: Organizational forms of internal transport (based on [23]).

defines method and timing of the movements of items from
work station to work station in the manufacturing process.
The respective cardinal variant of the temporal transport
process relates to that [23]. In accordance with the temporal organizational principles of the main manufacturing
processes, the internal transport process connects related
production steps within the chosen division of labor scheme.
Thus, temporal organizational principles of component manufacture and internal transport are a direct interface between
main manufacturing and service processes [23].
4.2.3. Organizational Forms of Internal Transport. Organizational forms of internal transport consist of combinations of
spatial organizational principles and temporal organizational
principles [23]. From the presented spatial and temporal
organizational principles twelve theoretically possible organizational forms of internal transport can be derived (see
Figure 11). The analysis of the practicability of these twelve
organizational forms leads to the distinction of (a) primary
and (b) derivative organizational forms, but (c) also to
some organizational forms without practical relevance, be it
because they lack technical, technological, and/or economic
efficiency [23, 98].
Primary organizational forms of internal transport primarily support transport operations as such and will be
looked at in more detail [99]. Derivative organizational
forms replace primary organizational forms in cases where
transport problems have to be addressed under specific
operational conditions in praxis, for example, splitting or
overlapping of production lots or methods to enhance the
transport utilization ratio [23]. The organizational forms
of internal transport have, pending their respective spatial

and temporal structures, varying continuity and flexibility
potentials (see Figure 12).
Organizational forms of internal transport with high
flexibility potential show tendentiously low continuity, whilst
organizational forms with high continuity usually show low
flexibility potential.

5. Combinations of Organizational
Solutions for Process Types
The analysis and characteristic of requirement profiles of
all process types and ability profiles of theoretically relevant
organizational principles and forms are the basis to answer
the question which organizational form fits best to which
process type.
The assumption is that an efficient organization of a
production process for each process type can only be achieved
by a combination of coordinated organizational principles
and forms of the respective main manufacturing processes
and production support services. This theoretical approach
will be investigated for the interaction of the organization
of component manufacture and internal transport (acknowledging the fact though that this covers only a limited range of
all operational options and combinations thereof).
Resulting selection and correlation issues have academic/theoretical as well as practical business relevance.
Two problems show the academic/theoretical relevance.
(i) The first problem is the correlation between (a) theoretically relevant options of classical organizational
principles and organizational forms of component
manufacture and (b) the respective process types
together with their requirement profiles.
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Figure 12: Potentials in flexibility and continuity of organizational forms of the internal transport ([23] based on [27]).

(ii) The second problem is the correlation between (a)
organizational principles and forms of internal transport and (b) classical and/or modern organizational
principles and organizational forms of component
manufacture.
An understanding of the practical business relevance
requires a comparison between the reference (target) organizational settings of a company with the existing organizational settings which then leads to a new organizational
design of a reengineered (reorganized) solution.
5.1. Linking Process Types and Corresponding Organizational
Forms of Component Manufacture. Each identified process
type has its specific requirement profile which needs to
be aligned with the respective ability profile of the organizational setting. Analysis is required to determine which
organizational principles and forms of component manufacture embrace ability profiles that—from an efficiency
perspective—best fit the respective requirement profiles. In
support of such analysis the following decision algorithm has
been developed. It starts with the specifics of the production
program which subsequently determines the process type
(see Figure 13(a)).
The specific requirement profiles (see Table 2) are defined
by (a) the similarity of components within their component
classes, (b) the manufacturing methods that are used for
manufacturing, (c) the required direction of the production
flow, (d) the capacity utilization potentials of particular assets,
and (e) the proportionality of time requirements for working
cycles. All this leads to distinctive typical guiding principles:
(i) flexibility through procedure specialization;
(ii) flexibility through object specialization;
(iii) continuity through object specialization;
(iv) distinct continuity through object specialization.

In furtherance to this, three additional results of relevance
are (a) options of technological processing sequences, (b)
corresponding spatial and temporal organizational principles, and (c) organizational forms of component manufacture
based on combinations of (b) (see Figure 13(b)).
The scheme consolidates process types and their requirement profiles with classical organizational forms of component manufacture which are inclusive of aligned and suitable
ability profiles.
Specifics regarding single user manufacturing (and
machining center) [22] and series production [29] should not
be discussed at this point.
Classical organizational forms and related modern organizational forms follow identical spatial and temporal organizational principles and thus a separate analysis of the
correlation of process types and modern organizational
forms of component manufacture is not needed. The attribution of modern organizational forms in the algorithm (see
Figure 13(b)) follows this principle.
5.2. Linking Organizational Principles and Forms of Internal Transport and Corresponding Component Manufacture,
Respectively. The assignment of organizational forms of the
main manufacturing process “component manufacture” to
corresponding process types is a primary decision whilst
the selection and assignment of organizational forms of production support services—in this case internal transport—
with respect to the organizational forms of component
manufacture is a secondary decision.
Spatial organizational principles of component manufacture determine the spatial arrangement of all work stations
which need to be covered by internal transport. Temporal
organizational principles of component manufacture determine the way of passing on work items from work station to
work station in accordance with the technological processing
sequence. Temporal organizational principles of internal
transport determine the operationalization of transports.
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Figure 13: (a) Algorithm to link process types and organizational principles and forms of component manufacture (part 1). (b) Algorithm to
link process types and organizational principles and forms of component manufacture (part 2).
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It can be also concluded that temporal organizational principles of component manufacture and those of internal
transport are in this context identical and can be equally
applied for organizational purposes.
Each organizational form of component manufacture
has its inherent organizational principle. Taking into consideration the applied technological processing sequence, a
coherent analysis supports the determination which spatial
organizational principle is best suitable to be applied for the
respective task (or—with an equal result—which temporal
organizational principle of internal transport is identical
with the temporal organizational principle of component
manufacture).
A combination of the identified spatial and temporal
organizational principles of internal transport determines the
organizational form of internal transport. Subsequently, this
aspect of organization has to be then combined with the
organizational form of component manufacture.
All organizational forms of component manufacture have
the following correlations with organizational forms of internal transport (see Figure 14).
Combinations related to single user manufacturing or
the machining center and transport organization have been
excluded since they are irrelevant due to lack of transport
requirements.
5.3. Organizational Alignment. Based on the marketing and
production programs, the need for task splitting makes
subprocesses necessary in order to address specific subtasks.
These subtasks have, pending the relevant process type,
requirement profiles that can also be understood as a task
setting for the design of production organization. Hence, process type-oriented combined organizational solutions have to
be found that are best suited to integrate ability profiles with
requirement profiles.
Figure 15 summarizes requirement profiles of the four
process types mentioned above. It also displays the combination variants of organizing component manufacture and
internal transport, each with their ability profiles and their
specific relevance for the corresponding process type.
To illustrate the complexity of combined organizational
solutions a multilevel model has been developed in which all
relevant organizational principles and organizational forms
of the main manufacturing processes and also production
support services can be classified in accordance with their
corresponding specific process type (see Figure 16).
Process types are the starting point. They are classified by
(partly conflicting) dimensions of quantity, variant diversity,
continuity, and flexibility. Moreover, they point at the requirement profiles which need to be factored into the organizational approach. In addition, they also dictate the conditions
of the design of the organizational setting. They are finally
positioned into various levels after further differentiations
were made between component manufacture and internal
transport, all based on relevant organizational principles and
forms. Figure 16 illustrates the interdependency in a graphical
form.
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The vertical projections point out those combinations
that, from a component manufacture and internal transport
perspective, represent the most efficient solution of production organization. Combinations which deviate from the
vertical projection are possible and under certain circumstances they may provide for a viable option [101]. However,
economic losses have to be expected (also discussed for
FMS by Sujono and Lashkari [102]) because in such cases
requirement profiles are not congruent with the respective
ability profiles.
Going beyond the main focus of this paper (organization
of component manufacture and internal transport) combined
solutions can be inclusive of additional organizational fields
such as (a) the main manufacturing process assembly [26]
and (b) the production support services internal storage [23],
maintenance [27, 104], and information management [24] as
well as others as deemed necessary.
The vertical projections of combinations are not only of
theoretical relevance but should also guide practical organizational solutions. Corporate practice—more often than
not—deviates from such theoretically ideal solutions which
give ground for reengineering (reorganizing) approaches
[105–107].
Schreyögg and Sydow [108] have examined in a much
broader sense the general implications for organization theory with regard to what we believe to some extent narrows
down to the fundamental struggle between organizational
stability and flexibility in changing business environments
triggering adaptation measures and the resulting dilemmas in
many different ways from there. In principle, they advocate
for “[⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ] concern for countervailing processes and the
mastering of contradictory or even paradoxical requirements
in organizations [⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ]” [108]. In furtherance to this, they
believe that “This refocusing would boil down to the need
to build a new process-based organizational theory, which
elaborates on the contradictory requirements systematically
as well as mastering them.” [108] This paper zooms very
specifically on production organization processes and it is
believed that, even on this, by comparison with Schreyögg
and Sydow, microlevel, some of the fundamental thoughts
they have laid out resonate with what our organizational
frameworks are able to provide.

6. Implications and Directions
for Future Research
6.1. Profile Comparison—Reengineering Approach. Economic
survival and sustainable competitiveness of a company
require constant monitoring and reviews of production processes (and subprocesses) and their respective organizational
forms. The ability to adapt to changing production tasks with
optimum economic efficiency is the reference.
Such a review is based on profile comparison. Two aspects
are compared: (a) organizational requirement profiles of
component classes’ production and their respective subprocesses and (b) organizational ability profiles of all relevant
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Figure 14: Interdependencies of organizational principles and forms of component manufacture and internal transport (based on [21, 23, 25,
29, 99, 100]).

subprocesses of a company. It is then diagnosed whether or
not the existing subprocesses and their corresponding organizational solutions are efficiently able to support changing
production programs and resulting new requirements for
production organization.

Profile comparison is particularly relevant, because
(i) existing organizational settings and their underlying organizational principles and forms have been
designed in accordance with their ability profiles and
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in support of the respective requirement profiles,
which were based on a former (now outdated) production program;
(ii) existing organizational settings with their specific
ability profiles had not been optimally adjusted to the
respective requirement profiles;
(iii) it cannot be expected that existing organizational
settings with their ability profiles optimally fit in with
the requirement profiles of production tasks that are
the result of dynamic program developments;
(iv) changing production programs can lead to the fact
that for new component classes with their respective requirement profiles make the creation of new
subprocesses with appropriate ability profiles of the
organizational setting necessary;
(v) after program changes, production tasks become
irrelevant for existing subprocesses and are not
replaced by new production tasks.
As a result of profile comparison, relevant reengineering
tasks are identified in support of a new organizational setting.
The aim is that measures are taken which, as much as
possible, adapt ability profiles of an organizational setting to
requirement profiles. This in turn requires general changes of
the existing organizational setting.
Figure 17 highlights the algorithm of profile comparison
which leads to the identification of the reengineering remit in
terms of production related organizational settings.
Four principle resulting scenarios can be expected.
Variant 1. Identification of remaining gratuitous subprocesses after new program development. Reengineering shall

eliminate such subprocesses. It requires disinvesting and
discharging labor in the affected areas.
Variant 2. Absence of an appropriate subprocess for the production of a component class in the company. Reengineering
shall bring out and organize a new subprocess in a way that
it meets the requirement profile of the component class in
question.
Variant 3. Projected and existing subprocesses match and
equally so the respective requirement and ability profiles
of the organizational setting of production. In this case,
no adaptations through reengineering are needed. In some
instances level adaptations of technological principles, a
deeper integration of production support services, and
improved qualifications of the work force should be considered.
Variant 4. Projected and existing subprocesses match, but
requirement profiles and ability profiles of the organizational
setting are not optimally attuned. This results in reengineering tasks related to changes of spatial and temporal
organizational principles.
Selected reengineering design options of identified variants are shown in more depth in Figure 18. Usually such
options are closely linked with complex solutions related
to asset management (but also material management and
human resources), and they require various strategy options
for asset modernization [101, 109].
Through profile comparison, identified resulting variants
and therefrom deducted design options of reengineering
praxis-oriented solutions can be developed.
In as much as it is believed that fine tuning production
process does contribute to the overall success of a company,
we are also absolutely clear about the fact that operational
measures at this (micro-) organizational level must feed into
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to a much wider, and less technical, strategic approach to
secure strategic success of a company. In furtherance to this,
Mc Kinlay and Starkey state that “in market situations where
the flexibility and responsiveness of work organizations is
crucial to competitive advantage, successful change strategies
cannot be premised on the simplicities of the structurestrategy paradigm.” [110].
6.2. Suggestions for Future Research. Our multilevel organizational alignment model for production process types brings

together a multitude of principle factors, related interdependencies, and combinations thereof in order to generate theoretical “raw material”—Step 1—leading to conceptual options
for organizational solutions (DMS, RMS, FMS, AMS)—
Step 2—which can define practical applications of real
organizational configurations with the respective hard- and
software—Step 3. Our findings suggest that further progress
in designing manufacture systems of whatever nature may
benefit from knowledge relatable to Step 1. We zoomed into
the very basics of production subprocesses of component
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manufacture (as part of the main manufacturing processes)
and internal transport (as part of the production support
services) with the respective requirement profiles and four
correlating production process types. When the requirements for production processes change, organizational gaps
in response to such changes in production demands are
system-wise closed by corresponding organizational ability
profiles that are based on further categorized organizational
principles (e.g., spatial, temporal, and technical) and forms
(e.g., classical, modern, primary, and derivative). There are
three directions into which what has been presented can be
further develop and/or additional research is required.
First, on the current system level, the model is complete
and has the ability to provide raw material for organizational

solutions as described above. Thus, it can be replicated
into other closely linked fields of principle organizational
relevance, for example, internal storage, maintenance, information system, and quality management.
Second, by combining the various organizational models,
an “all-inclusive” multilevel organizational alignment model
should be developed which would provide for even more
complex solutions for organizational problems. The challenge
will be to integrate the specific ability profiles of each segment
without compromising the overall validity and practical
feasibility of such an advanced model.
Third, the predominantly theoretical approach of our
research—which at its core aims at providing a better
understanding of fundamental principles of production
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organization—needs to be closer linked to and further tested
against the current production organizational system development theory and praxis (e.g., DMS, FMS, CMS, etc.).

7. Summary
The corporate world is constantly under pressure to adapt to
manifold new challenges. Finding optimum organizational
solutions is a vital aspect for any company to maintain and
extend its competitiveness. Methodology-wise, deductive
thinking as well as theoretical conceptualization has been
chosen as a starting point to systematically refine pertinent
terms, principles, processes, interdependencies, and combinations of organizationally relevant factors for efficient
production.
One factor of fundamental importance is an in-depth
analytical understanding of differentiated requirement profiles of production programs and corresponding process
types. We have systemized such requirement profiles and
linked them to four corresponding process types.
Building on this and using the examples of “component
manufacture” and its related production support service
“internal transport,” resulting organizational options together
with their respective ability profiles are laid out. Potential
organizational options and their applicability are further analyzed in light of production programs requirements and their

respective manufacturing process/organization. A complex
multilevel organizational alignment model (see Figure 16)
brings together through what we call “organizational alignment” all interdependencies and correlations between process types related organizational principles/forms, predefined
requirements, and shows resulting (theoretically) optimized
organizational solutions.
In furtherance to this, comparative analysis of organizational requirement and ability profiles lead to an efficiencybased choice of organizational solutions. The production
aspects “component manufacture” and “internal transport”
have been chosen as examples to explain the underlying
theory. Reengineering approaches were systematized and
subsequently developed towards (potentially) resulting organizational adaptations.
Decisions for organizational solutions in relation to
requirement profiles must be informed by theoretical analysis
as well as feasibility considerations concerning organizational
principles and organizational forms of manufacturing subprocesses within the parameters of their respective ability
profiles.
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